FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Monday, May 18, 2020

Joint Statement from Bay Area Health Officers Regarding
Significant Progress on COVID-19 Indicators and Next
Steps for Reopening
Thanks to the steadfast commitment of our residents to stay home, practice social distancing, and
follow public health guidance, we have seen sustained progress on several key indicators
regarding containment of COVID-19. This has remained true a full incubation period after the
reopening of construction, outdoor businesses, and certain outdoor activities on May 4, 2020.
Region-wide progress on the COVID-19 Indicators jointly set by Bay Area Health Officers
includes:
•
•
•
•
•

The trend of new cases of COVID-19 has been stable or decreasing, even with increased
testing;
The number of hospitalized patients with COVID-19 is stable or declining, and hospital
capacity is sufficient for both COVID-19 patients and other patients who need hospital
care;
More COVID-19 tests are being performed in our region each day;
Hospitals are reporting improved supply of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), though
shortages continue in certain healthcare settings; and
There is increased capacity for case investigation and contact tracing.

While much work remains to be done, in light of this progress, we are issuing a new order today
that allows retail establishments to offer storefront pick-up, and also allows the manufacturing,
warehousing, and logistical operations that support retail to resume. We are counting on these
businesses to consistently follow social distancing protocols and public health guidance to
protect their employees and customers as these activities resume. COVID-19 continues to pose a
very significant risk to our communities, and that continued vigilance is necessary to ensure that
we do not see an increase in spread as more activities resume.
As we reopen certain sectors, Bay Area residents are still required by health order to stay home
as much as possible, wear face coverings, and follow the precautions that have helped the region
make progress to slow the spread of COVID-19. As we move forward, we will continue to be
guided by our COVID-19 Indicators and other data related to the spread of COVID-19 in our
region.
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Alameda County Health Officer Updates Shelter-in-Place Order to Include Curbside and Store Front Pick
Up from Retail Businesses and Associated Manufacturing and Warehousing Businesses; and
Issues Order to Allow Certain Highly Regulated Vehicle Based Gatherings
Physical distancing, face coverings and cleaning protocols continue to be emphasized to protect medically
vulnerable populations and those communities who are being disproportionally impacted by COVID-19
ALAMEDA COUNTY – Thanks to residents’ efforts to reduce the spread of COVID-19 in Alameda County,
thousands of lives have been saved. While the past two months have been difficult, our local Shelter-inPlace order has protected the County’s most vulnerable residents and the health care systems.
Nearly two weeks ago the local Order was modified to allow some low-risk outdoor activities and all
construction; and beginning May 8th, the State moved into the early phase of Stage 2 of its Resilience
Roadmap, allowing certain retail activities to resume. Alameda County is using the State’s Roadmap as a
guide but will be moving at a timeline based on local data and pandemic conditions. At this time, the data
and response infrastructure permit the County to safely move into Early Stage 2, today, May 18th, effective
immediately.
“While the data is moving in the right direction, we are monitoring the five indicators with vigilance and
caution,” said Dr. Erica Pan, Health Officer for Alameda County. Early Stage 2 include curbside or storefront
retail (customers may walk up to the store to pick up pre-ordered goods) and manufacturing &
warehouses. It does not include other office workplaces, or additional industries authorized by the State for
some other counties that have applied to move faster, like malls and dine-in restaurants.
A list of business types currently authorized to operate in Alameda County can be found on the Health
Department’s COVID Recovery page: http://www.acphd.org/2019-ncov/covid-recovery.aspx. For
authorized businesses, Alameda County plans to align with the State’s Guidance for Industries where
possible, and will provide additional guidance and updated FAQs as needed. All Alameda County residents
must continue to stay home as much as possible, wear face coverings when outside their homes, and
maintain a distance of six feet or more from anyone outside their household.
Every organization and business, regardless of when it will be permitted to open should prepare for
reopening by working on plans that include:
•

Physical distancing for employees and visitors

•
•
•

Administrative controls to stagger employees, breaks, and continued teleworking for those who can
work remotely
Training for employees on limiting spread of COVID-19 (temperature and/or symptoms screening,
hand washing technique, face covering requirements)
Disinfection protocols for routine and deep cleaning

We encourage all businesses to continue remote working options and enhanced safety accommodations
for employees who may be at high risk for complications from COVID-19.
In addition to the State’s guidance, the CDC’s webpage for Worker Safety and Support also includes helpful
resources.
Alameda County Board of Supervisors President, Supervisor for District 2 Richard Valle, said, “Alameda
County’s cities and labor force are the backbone of our vibrant economy and I’m thankful for the sacrifice
they’ve made during this pandemic. As we slowly move forward, I’m optimistic that together, we can
balance risk and safety and get more and more people back to work.”
“To meet our collective responsibility to safeguard our communities and manage this pandemic in the long
run, we have to move slowly and incrementally,” said Colleen Chawla, Health Care Services Agency
Director. “We know we will see more cases as restrictions are loosened. To prevent large spikes in
hospitalizations and deaths, we all need to do our part.”

Health Officer Issues Order Allowing for Certain Highly Regulated Vehicle-Based Gatherings
Today, May 18 the Dr. Erica Pan, Alameda County Health Officer issued an additional Order that permits
gatherings of up to 200 cars at a time, for no longer than 3 hours. This Order is effective immediately.
Vehicle-based gatherings are allowed under the following conditions:
•
•
•
•
•

Gathering must be held outdoors, and must be by invite only
Gatherings of more than 10 cars must have onsite security, requested either through local law
enforcement or a private security firm
Security should ensure compliance with this order, as well as social distancing and face covering
requirements
Parking arrangement must accommodate physical distancing and allow emergency vehicle access
Occupants of the car:
o must be of the same household
o must wear face coverings if the windows are open
o must always remain in the car, except to go to the bathroom (if one is provided)

•
•

o may not linger/socialize with occupants of other cars if outside the car
No food or drink sales or distribution are permitted at the event
Gathering planners must apply for any jurisdictional permits, and be prepared to share their
gathering plan (as outlined in the appendix) with local law enforcement

“These gatherings are considered fairly low risk, but only if all rules are followed,” said Dr. Pan. As with
other Health Officer Orders, enforcement and compliance rests with local law enforcement agencies.
“Our cities and the Alameda County Sheriff’s Department have been true partners in protecting the health
of our shared community and we look forward to continuing this important work together.”
.

